“Highlighting every facet of the romantic
nature of a hotel!”
Alina Tsolakakis

PROJECT: ANGELS & STARS HOTEL

Hotel Βrand Development by Alina Tsolakakis
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Angels & Stars can be found in Imerovigli, one of the most
beautiful spots in Santorini, and is the ideal romantic destination
for couples, newly-weds and those seeking to experience the
most wonderful day of their lives with the world’s most spectacular
sunset as a backdrop.

QUICK FACTS
Angels & Stars Hotel
Imerovigli, Santorini
Hotel Βrand Development by Alina Tsolakakis
Number of rooms: 30
Operation period: April-October
Project duration: 6 months
Project materialisation: 3 months

THE CONCEPT

With Santorini being one of the most
romantic destination worldwide, Alina
Tsolakakis desired to highlight that
aspect of Angels & Stars Hotel, a unit
built into the rock in typical Cycladic
architectural style. In order to achieve
the above, Alina Tsolakakis designed
and carried out a complete photoshoot
dedicated to the hotel’s romantic character.

THE REALISATION

All 30 rooms of the hotel are positioned
in the shape of an amphitheatre, offering
unique views while staying true to the
architectural style of Santorini. With ‘cave’
houses carved into volcanic rock and the
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characteristic white & blue of the
Aegean playing a leading role, Angels &
Stars Hotel could not fail to be anything
but the perfect romantic destination. In
order to reflect that special character,
Alina Tsolakakis crafted a dedicated
concept photoshoot in which she and
her team chose the kind of shots and the
number, the location both in the hotel’s
grounds and off site, as well as the
models taking part. With the help
of an experienced and renowned team
of photographers, she managed to
successfully capture everything that one
can experience at the Angels & Stars
Hotel, while establishing it as one of the
most inviting and suitable venues for
couples wishing to enjoy the most
beautiful day of their future lives together.

